Primary auditory cortex in the ferret (Mustela putorius): neural response properties and topographic organization.
Microelectrode recording studies were made of the crown of the ectosylvian auditory cortex of barbiturate-anesthetized ferrets, using calibrated, sealed acoustic stimulus delivery systems. We confirmed our previous finding using free-field stimuli that this region of the ferret's cerebral cortex contains a tonotopically organized field in which neurons are briskly excited by the onset of tonal stimuli. The vast majority of neurons in this field were narrowly tuned to tone pulse frequency, with Q factors comparable to those described for cortical cells in other species. The distribution of minimum tone thresholds across the frequency representation of this field paralleled the behavioral audiogram in the same species. The majority of neurons received input from both ears, and the natures of the influences exerted by tonal stimuli at the two ears were similar in form to those described for other carnivores. The various binaural cell types had characteristic frequencies that spanned the entire tonal spectrum represented in the cortex. Preliminary mapping studies revealed that there may be a topographic segregation of cells according to their binaural interactions. The basic properties of cells in this region of the ferret's cerebrum are similar to those previously described for the cat's primary auditory cortex. The data on the binaural properties of these cells, and the spatial distribution of those cells, provide the first evidence in a species other than the cat for segregated binaural representation in the auditory cortex.